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“Students whose attainment was lower than others on entry make 

particularly rapid progress” 

“Similarly, students with special educational needs make fast progress 

because of the way each student is treated as an individual and 

receives personalised support.” 

OFSTED 2013 

 

Our Mission 

Our Mission as a Catholic school is to provide the highest possible standards of 

education for all our students, recognising the value and uniqueness of 

everyone, delivered in the context of Gospel values and the teachings of the 

Church. We aim to provide a safe place, where each and every student is 

nurtured to become capable, independent learners and tolerant, kind, 

thoughtful and responsible young people, who realise that with Faith, all things 

are possible. 

To act justly,  

To love mercy, 

And to walk humbly with God  

                                                                                  Micah 

http://www.laretraite.lambeth.sch.uk/
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1. Introduction 

Welcome to our SEND Information Report and policy, which forms part of the Lambeth 

Local Offer in accordance with the Special Educational Needs and Disability Code of 

Practice, January 2015.  

The Boards of Governors of all maintained schools and academy school proprietors have a 

legal duty to publish an Information Report on their website about the implementation of 

the Governors’ or the proprietors ‘policy for students with SEN/D.  

The information published will be updated annually.  The Information Report also applies to 

all learners who are looked after by the local authority and have SEN/D. 

When we talk about “provision”, we mean what we provide in order to meet the needs of a 

child and help them make progress at school which is appropriate to their age.  All Lambeth 

maintained schools have a similar approach to meeting the needs of students with Special 

Educational Needs and are supported by the Local Authority to ensure that all students, 

regardless of their specific needs, make the best possible progress in school.  

All schools are supported to be as inclusive as possible, with the needs of students with a 

Special Educational Need/s and or Disabilities being met in a mainstream setting wherever 

possible, where families want this to happen.  

The information in this report details the offer within the school and ways in which parents, 

children and young people may access the support required. 

 

School Information: 

La Retraite Roman Catholic Girls' School is an Ofsted rated ‘outstanding’ Catholic secondary 

school and sixth form for girls, located in the Clapham Park area of the London Borough of 

Lambeth, England.  

There are currently 1033 students attending the school including 199 in the 6th form. 
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2. Glossary of Terms 

Term Meaning 

Assessment A process which allows professionals to review a student’s progress and identify a child's 
additional or special educational needs. 

ASD Autistic Spectrum Disorder – a lifelong neurodevelopmental disorder which affects the way 
individuals perceive and interact with the world around them. 

ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder – a condition which can lead to inattentiveness, 
hyperactivity and impulsivity. 

Annual Review The review of an EHC plan which the school and local authority must make as a minimum 
every 12 months. 

CAF Common Assessment Framework is a shared assessment and planning framework for use 
across all children's services and all local areas in England. It aims to help the early 
identification of children's additional needs and promote co-ordinated service provision to 
meet them 

CAMHS Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service treats children and young people with 
emotional, behavioural or mental health difficulties.  

Health Care Plan A record of the health and/or social care services that are being provided to a child or young 
person to help them manage a disability or health condition 

Early Help A social care service and assessment of a child and his or her family, designed to identify 
needs at an early stage and enable suitable interventions to be put in place to support the 
family. 

EHCP Educational Health Care Plan – A statutory document which outlines outcomes and 
provision for young people with complex needs. 

HLTA Higher Learning Teaching Assistant  

HI Hearing Impairment 

EP Educational Psychologist, a specialist service which supports a range of cognitive needs. 

Graduated 
approach 

Assess, Plan , Do and Review – a model used to identify and plan the right support for each 
individual student and their families 

Local Offer The Local offer is a guide which describes the range of services and support a local authority 
offers and provides for young people with SEN/D. It can be found on the LA website. 

LSA Learning Support Assistant 

OT Occupational Therapist, a specialist service which supports a wide range of needs and 
physical impairments. 

Person centred 
approach 

A person centred approach is about ensuring that a young person with a need or disability is 
at the centre of setting their own goals and decisions which relate to their life and 
education. 

SALT Speech and Language Therapy / Therapist, a specialist service which supports language, 
communication and interaction. 

SEND Code of 
Practice 0-25 

A key document which provides statutory guidance in relation to SEND support and 
provision. It is part of the Children and Families Act 2014. 

SEMH Social, Emotional and Mental Health  

SLCN Speech, Language and Communication   

SpLD Specific Learning Difficulty  is a term that refers to a difference or difficulty with particular 
aspects of learning e.g. ASD, Dyslexia and Dyspraxia 

Standardised Tests A test that requires all test takers to answer the same questions, or a selection of questions 
in the same way. It is t performance of individuals with students of the same age nationally. 

Standardised Score Standardised scores and percentile ranks enable test-takers to be compared with a large, 
nationally representative sample that has taken the test prior to publication. They are a 
scaled score where the average is 100. 

VI Visual impairment 
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3. What is SEND? 

At different times in their school career, a child may have a special educational need. 

The 2014 Code of Practice defines Special Educational Need (SEN) as: 

“A child or young person has SEN if they have a learning difficulty or disability which 

calls for special educational provision to be made for them. 

A child or young person of compulsory school age has a learning difficulty or disability 

if they: 

(a) Have a significantly greater difficulty in learning than the majority of others of the 

same age, or 

(b) Have a disability which prevents or hinders them from making use of educational 

facilities of a kind generally provided for others of the same age in a mainstream school or 

post-16 mainstream institution. “ 

If a learner is identified as having SEN, we will make provision which is “additional to” 

or“different from” that provided for non-SEN learners (the normal differentiated 

curriculum), which is intended to overcome any barriers to their learning. 

The Equality Act, 2010, gives the following definition of disability: 

“A person has a disability for the purposes of this ACT if they have a physical or 

mental impairment which has a substantial and adverse long term effect on their 

ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities.” 

 

This definition of disability includes children with long-term health conditions such as 

asthma, diabetes, epilepsy and cancer.  Children and young people with such conditions do 

not necessarily have SEN,  

But there is a significant overlap between disability and SEN.  A child may therefore be 

covered by both SEN and disability legislation. 
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4. Who can I speak to about my child’s learning or additional needs? 

Class teacher-   Please see your child’s timetable and staff list on the school website 

The class teacher is recommended as your first port of call if you have any concerns about a 

specific subject or related aspect of learning.  Please contact the school office to arrange an 

appointment or speak to them on the phone.   

020 8673 5644 (manned from 8:00am to 5:00pm - voicemail messages can be left outside 

of this time) 

Your child’s teacher is responsible for; 

 The progress and development of the students in their class, including where 

students access support from teaching assistants or specialist staff. 

 Quality first teaching – adapting the curriculum content or delivery to meet your 

child’s needs. 

 Setting high expectations and appropriate challenge for all learners in the classroom 

based upon available information and data 

 Monitoring the progress of your child and identifying, planning and delivering any 

additional help your child may need (this could be things like targeted work, booster 

sessions, differentiated resources etc.), with support from the SENDCo where 

necessary. 

 Supporting in the writing and development of student support profiles for students 

on the SEN and additional needs register. 

 Contributing to the development of desired outcomes and targets, and sharing and 

reviewing them with students and parents. 

 At a classroom level, implementing the identified strategies and approaches of 

support outlined on a student’s support profile. 

Year Learning Co-ordinators and Pastoral Managers 

Recommended as the first point of contact if you have any concerns regarding overall 

academic progress, social, well-being or general matters. Please contact the school office to 

arrange an appointment or speak to them on the phone.  020 8673 5644 
 

 KS3 Pastoral Manager:  Miss J Gosling 

 KS4 Pastoral Manager:  Miss L Adams 

 Year 7 YLC:   Ms J McFarlane 

 Year 8 + 9 YLC:   Mrs S Appiah-Kubi 

 Year 10 YLC:  Mrs C Ferreira 

 Year 11 YLC:  Ms N Tamakloe                        
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AHT /Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator – SENDCo Mrs H Martin (Mrs A Asafo-Agyei 

Acting SENDCo from November 2019)   

(Please ask for either Mrs L Woolley or Ms S Burgess from November 2019) 

Recommended as the first point of contact if you have any concerns regarding your child’s 

special educational needs. Please contact the school office to arrange an appointment or 

speak to them on the phone.   

hmartin@laretraite@lambeth.sch.uk   

From Nov 19: aasafoagyei@laretraite.lambeth.sch.uk 

Deputy SENDCos: lwoolley@laretraite@lambeth.sch.uk, sburgess@laretraite.lambeth.sch.uk   

020 8673 5644 (ext. 189)  

The SENDCo is responsible for: 

 Coordinating all the support for children with Special Educational Needs and or 

Disabilities (SEND), and developing the school’s SEND Policy to make sure all children 

get a consistent, high quality response to meeting their needs in school. 

 In collaboration with the Head teacher and Director of Business and Operationd, 

deploying and reviewing the use of the SEND budget and associated resources. 

 Making sure that you are fully informed and involved in your child’s learning and the 

support that they are receiving. 

 Supporting with the identification of barriers to learning using a range of assessment 

tools. 

 Referring and liaising with external agencies to get additional support or further 

assessment to meet their needs. e.g. Speech and Language Therapy, Educational 

Psychology, Occupational Therapy, Lark Hall Outreach Autistic Unit 

 Updating the school’s SEND register and record of need, (a system for ensuring all 

the special educational, physical and sensory needs of students are known and 

understood) and making sure that there are excellent records of your child’s progress 

and needs. 

 Providing specialist support for teachers and support staff in the school so they can 

help your child (and other students with SEND in the school) to achieve their 

potential. 

 Supporting your child’s progress by facilitating the development of outcomes and 

targets which are shared and reviewed with students and parents at least once each 

term. 

 Developing and monitoring student support profiles for students with significant 

SEND. 

mailto:hmartin@laretraite@lambeth.sch.uk
mailto:lwoolley@laretraite@lambeth.sch.uk
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 Monitoring and reviewing individual and class provision maps in liaison with class 

teachers. 

 Organising and holding annual review meetings for students with an Education, 

Health and Care Plans (EHC Plans). Preparing and beginning the assessment process 

for Education, Health and Care Plans (EHC) where needed. 

 Organising training for staff so they are aware and confident about how to meet the 

needs of your child and others within our school. 

 Liaising with primary, secondary, Post 16 and specialist provisions when students 

with SEND transfer from/to old/new schools. 

 Organising and monitoring intervention groups for students with SEND and assessing 

the impact of these interventions in liaising with the class teacher. 

 Liaising with the SEND link governor regarding progress of SEND students, current 

policies and practice. 

Head teacher – Mr D Malins 

Please contact the school office to arrange an appointment or speak to them on the phone.   

020 8673 5644 

 

Responsible for: 

 The day-to-day management of all aspects of the school; this includes the support for 

children with SEND. 

 Delegating responsibility to the Assistant Headteacher for Inclusion, the SENDCo and 

class teachers but is overall responsible for ensuring that your child’s needs are met 

and that they make the best possible progress. 

 Making sure that the Board of Governors is kept up to date about all issues in the 

school relating to SEND. 

SEND Governor –  

Please contact by writing to the SEND Governor and address to the school office or via the 

SENDCo 

 

Responsible for: 

 

 Making sure that the school has an up to date SEND Information Report and Policy. 

 Making sure that the school has appropriate provision and has made necessary 

adaptations to meet the needs of all children in the school. 

 Making sure that the school’s SEND funding is appropriately spent. 
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 Making sure that the necessary support is made for any child who attends the school 

who has SEN and/or disabilities. 

 Making visits to understand and monitor the support given to children with SEND in 

the school and being part of the process to ensure your child achieves his/her 

potential in school. 

5. How do we identify and assess SEN at La Retraite? 

It is not assumed that slow progress or that which is below age related expectations is due 

to automatically due to an underlying learning difficulty or need.  A range of information 

and data is explored in identifying need. 

 New Entries: 

A range of information and data is considered in the identification of SEN at La Retraite. 

When students arrive in Year 7 or mid- way through the year the school SENDCo and 

relevant staff members review closely for that child 

 KS2 SAT data 

 Cognitive ability Test Scores 

 Common Transfer information  

 Transition Link feedback 

 Parental liaison  and feedback 

 Reports from any specialist involvement  

 School assessment data and examples of student work  

If further information is needed, standardised assessments are carried out to give a clearer 

picture of any difficulties. 

 York Assessment of Reading for Comprehension 

 Vernon Graded Word Spelling Test 

 Lucid Rapid – assesses working memory, phonological processing, and dyslexia 

screen. 

Where it is considered that students need longer term support for their needs and 

difficulties they are placed on the school SEND support register. After initial consultation, a 

follow up letter is sent to parents confirming this. 

 Graduated approach : Assess, Plan, Do , Review 

 

The school has a rigorous and robust assessment system which involves recording 

and monitoring student assessment data between four to six times per year, 
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depending on their key stage. After each data trawl, staff at all levels from class 

teachers to YLCs and the school SENDCo analyse individual and group data to identify 

students who are underachieving and investigate the reasons why. 

 

Where students are consistently underperforming despite interventions and support, 

they may be referred on to the SENDCo for observation and assessment in 

determining any special educational needs.  

 

 School Referral and Behaviour monitoring System 

In addition to the above, teaching staff, TAs and parents may also refer any concerns on to 

the SENDCo for further exploration and discussion.  

Staff complete a referral form describing specific difficulties they have observed, support 

and intervention is also outlined including an evaluation of its impact.  This information is 

then used by the school SENDCo to review the needs of the student and decide next steps 

within the graduated approach. 

At La Retraite we use SIMS and Class charts software to track and monitor student 

behaviours, when students read a threshold of 50 behaviour points the Learning Support 

Department reviews any patterns of behaviour and may carry out screening assessments as 

a means of identifying whether these patterns are the result of an underlying need. 

6. How do we support children with additional needs at La Retraite? 

 The Graduated approach 

Students who continue to face challenges in their learning, despite receiving high-quality 

teaching, are likely to need additional strategies, or different provision, in order to meet 

their needs. The SEND Code of Practice states that, for these learners, teachers are required 

to remove barriers to learning and put effective special educational provision in place 

through SEND support. 

This SEND support takes the form of a four-part cycle (assess, plan, do, review). Through 

this cycle, actions are reviewed and refined as understanding of a student’s needs and the 

support required to help them secure good outcomes increases.  This is known as the 

graduated approach. 
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 Wave 1 Universal Support – First Quality Teaching 

‘High quality teaching, differentiated for individual students, is the first step in responding 

to students who have or may have SEN. Additional intervention and support cannot 

compensate for a lack of good quality teaching’   SEND Code of Practice, p.99 

 The teacher will have the highest possible expectations for your child and all of the 
students in her class. 

 Use of universal strategies that have been proven to support the learning and 
progress of vulnerable learners. 

 The teacher will implement skilfully the strategies specific strategies (which may be 
suggested by the SENDCo or staff from outside agencies) to enable your child to 
access the learning activity.  This may include occasional support from a Teaching 
Assistant to help with a particular difficulty. 

 Each student on the additional needs register has a learning profile which is shared 
with class teachers and support staff.  This outlines areas of needs, strengths and also 
a concise list of strategies that must be used in class to support their learning. 
Profiles are reviewed and updated regularly. 
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 Wave 2 Targeted Support  

 Small group or 1:1 structured intervention over a specified period of time 

 Interventions selected based upon student need, identified through 

consultation with class teacher, data and information.  

 Interventions which have been reviewed and evaluated through educational 

research 

 Also may be accessed by students who have ‘gaps’ in their learning rather than 

a SEND.  

 Delivered by a trained member of staff or specialist.   We commission services 

from the Educational Psychology service and Speech and Language Therapist 

who both run group support sessions. 

 Liaison with class teachers so that they have a full understanding of the 

intervention and how to integrate learning into the classroom. 

 Impact of intervention reviewed through standardised tests, testimony and 

observation. 

Current targeted support includes a mix of individual support, externally designed 

interventions and school devised programmes; 

ARROW reading and spelling programme, Rapid Plus reading and spelling, Catch Up 

Literacy, Catch up Numeracy,  small group maths support, small group Literacy, Home 

Learning Club and support, Independent study skills classes, Study Plus – Level 1 Functional 

Skills Group, Year 10/11 GCSE support option, Learning mentors and a dedicated Transition 

Support Co-ordinator.   

For students with exam groups  

 Wave 3 Specialist Support 

 

For some students with more specific or complex needs specialist support and input 

maybe necessary.  Students at La Retraite may be further supported by the Speech 

and Language Therapy Service, Educational Psychologist and ASD outreach service, all 

attend the school on a regular basis across each school term. 

 

Referrals to CAMHS, the Occupational Therapy Team, and Sensory Needs Team are 

also made according to the needs of individual students.  For students with diagnoses 

of medical needs the school nurse and the school’s medical officer will work together 
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to assess their needs, if appropriate a care plan or personal risk assessment will be 

put into place. 

 

 Speech and Language Therapy Support 

 

La Retraite School currently employ a Speech and Language Therapist who provides 

support for students with communication needs. This includes those with social 

communication needs, difficulty understanding and using language and those with 

emotional and behavioural difficulties. This is part of our routine interventions for all 

students and does require parental or guardian consent.   

 

The Speech and Language Therapist may support your child in the following ways: 

o By working with and providing training to teachers so that lessons are more 

communication friendly 

o By providing a second opinion when there are concerns around a student’s 

communication skills 

o By including students in targeted communication groups 

If your child requires a more thorough assessment from Speech and Language 

Therapy and might need specialist support, you will be consulted and asked for 

consent.  

 

 You may contact our school’s Speech and Language Therapist via the school SENDCo 

if you wish to discuss a concern.  

 

7. Transitional Support 

 

Transition is a part of life for all learners. This can include: 

• Year 6 – 7 moving to secondary school 

• Key Stage 3 – 4 , Choosing and studying formal qualifications 

• Mid Year Transitions – Moving from another school 

• Key Stage 4 -5, Post 16 study 

 

Within the Learning Support Department we have a dedicated Transition Support Co-

ordinator – Ms Andrea During.  

 

Transition can be extremely difficult for learners with SEND and our aim is to 

personalise support for students depending on the stage of transition and individual 

needs of the student. 
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Some of the different supports available include; 

 La Retraite staff visits to primary or existing schools to meet the student prior to 

admission, early information sharing. 

 Meetings with students, parents, school staff and specialist to plan provision and 

support, at KS4 and 5 this would include the SENDCo and school careers advisor 

 School/college visits and induction days with TA/LSA support 

 Key Worker or Learning mentor support 

 Social communication games club 

 Year 7 Transition Group Support – 6 Sessions delivered by the EP and Transition Co-

ordinator. 

 Peer buddies

8. SEND Support and Educational Health Care Plans (EHCPs) 

SEND Support  

Students who are receiving support which is ‘additional to’ or ‘different from’ their 

peers are placed on the school’s SEND support register. 

 

All of these students have a student support profile which is shared with teachers 

and learning support staff. This outlines their specific needs and difficulties and also 

details specific strategies that support their learning.  Up to three termly targets are 

agreed to support their progress. 

 

An additional needs register runs alongside SEND support which identifies students 

who may have diagnosed conditions and other vulnerable characteristic, but for 

whom first quality provision meets their educational needs. 

 

At La Retraite, it is policy to review and update the SEND support register on a termly 

basis, therefore a student’s placement on the register is not automatically fixed and 

permanent. This review involves analysing individual assessment data, along with 

other available information and feedback to reach an overall judgement about the 

progress that a student is making.  

 

Progress is considered and judged against individual targets and also age- related 

expectations. 
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Where students have made good progress for two academic terms across the 

majority of curriculum subjects, in agreement with parents they are removed but 

monitored for an additional term. 

 

EHCP 

An Education, Health and Care Plan (EHCP) is for children and young people aged up 

to 25 who need more 

help than is typically available through special educational needs support in a school. 

 

Children and young people with the highest level of assessed need may be eligible to 

get an EHCP. 

 

Requests for an assessment of education, health and care needs can be made by: 

 the child's parents (or somebody on their behalf) 

 the young person if over the age of 16 (or somebody on their behalf) 

 an early years setting, school or post 16 institution (this should be with the 

knowledge and agreement of the parent or young person). 

For students with complex needs who are not responding to the provisions set out for them 

on the SEND support register, an EHC assessment may be necessary.  The SENDCo will 

initialise a borough support plan involving parents, the teacher, the TA, any specialists 

involved with the child and if appropriate, the child.  We review three cycles of the support 

plan and build a picture of need.  An application is then made to Lambeth. 

If the application is successful, a student will have a statutory document that details a 

child's special needs and notes what extra support a child is entitled to across education, 

health and social care. 

9. Useful Links to the Lambeth Local Offer and other organisations 

Lambeth Offer for children and young people with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND) 

http://www.younglambeth.org/local-offer/landing-pages/local-offer.html 

 

The communication Trust; supporting children with speech, language and communication needs 

http://www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/redirect/localoffer/ 

 

For children and young people with SEND 

http://www.younglambeth.org/local-offer/useful-links/what-are-education-health-and-care-ehc-plans.html 

 

http://www.younglambeth.org/local-offer/useful-links/what-are-education-health-and-care-ehc-plans.html
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National Autistic Society (NAS); supporting families of children with autism spectrum disorders 

(ASDs) http://naslambethbranch.webeden.co.uk/ 

 
Dyslexia Trust   
www.thedyslexia-spldtrust.org.uk/4/resources/4/practitioners/overview/ 
 
 
NASEN    National Association of Special Educational Needs) 
http://www.nasen.org.uk/ 
 
 
Special Needs Jungle    Provides parent-centred information, news, special needs resources and informed opinion 
about SEND 
https://www.specialneedsjungle.com 

Family Lives; supporting families. 

http://www.familylives.org.uk/how-we-can-help/in-your-area/london-and-the-southern-home-counties/ 

 

10. What do I do if I have a complaint? 

If you have a concern or complaint that you feel could be addressed by the school SENDCo 

please feel free to contact me with the details on p 7.  

For more formal complaints, the school has a formal Complaints policy and procedure.  

Details of this process can be accessed on the school website under the contact us section.  

http://www.laretraite.lambeth.sch.uk/480/making-a-complaint

http://www.thedyslexia-spldtrust.org.uk/4/resources/4/practitioners/overview/
http://www.nasen.org.uk/
http://www.familylives.org.uk/how-we-can-help/in-your-area/london-and-the-southern-home-counties/

